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A fundamental problem in the X-ray Computed Tomography (CT) is the
scatter occurring due to interaction of photons with the imaged object. Un-
less it is corrected, this phenomenon manifests itself as degradations in the
reconstructions in the form of various artifacts. This makes scatter correction
a critical step to obtain the desired reconstruction quality.
Scatter correction methods consist of two groups: hardware-based and
software-based. Despite success in specific settings, hardware-based meth-
ods require modification in the hardware or increase in the scan time or
dose. This makes software-based methods attractive. In this context, Monte-
Carlo based scatter estimation, analytical-numerical and kernel-based meth-
ods were developed. Furthermore, the capacity of data-driven approaches to
tackle this problem were recently demonstrated.
In this thesis, two novel physics-motivated deep-learning-based methods
are proposed. The methods estimate and correct for the scatter in the ob-
tained projection measurements. They incorporate both an initial recon-
struction of the object of interest and the scatter-corrupted measurements
related to it. They use a common specific deep neural network architecture
and a cost function adapted to the problem.
Numerical experiments with data obtained by Monte-Carlo simulations
of the imaging of phantoms reveal noticeable improvement over a recent
projection-domain deep neural network correction method.
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In X-ray computed tomography, scatter occurring due to the interaction of
radiation with objects degrades the reconstruction by causing streaks, cup-
ping, shading artifacts and decrease in contrast. These severe artifacts re-
lated to scatter make its correction one of the major steps to preserve the
reconstruction quality in computed tomography.
De-scattering methods include two main groups: hardware-based, and
software-based. Hardware-based methods include collimation, introducing
a bow-tie filter in front of an X-ray source, increasing the distance between
the detector and scattering object, use of an anti-scatter grid and others [1].
These methods are successful in particular settings. However, they are ei-
ther costly to implement or they subject the patient to a greater X-ray dose,
which may pose a health risk.
In this regard, software-based methods are preferable since they avoid mod-
ification in the data acquisition process. Such methods can be mainly clas-
sified as Monte-Carlo (MC)-based scatter estimation, analytical-numerical
methods, kernel-based scatter estimation methods, data-driven scatter esti-
mation in projection domain, and data-driven artifact correction in the image
domain.
MC methods sample photon paths stochastically for a given object. They
operate iteratively on an initial reconstruction to estimate and correct the
scatter until convergence. Due to the high computation cost of MC, the
trade-off between the accuracy and runtime is often not practical. Ana-
lytical methods for estimating scatter include a slice-by-slice approach [2]
modeling the scatter as a distance-dependent blurring effect, and a recent
iterative method [3], which approximates the solution to the Linear Boltz-
1
mann Transport Equation (LBTE). While being faster than MC, the latter
also trades-off accuracy for runtime depending on discretization and number
of iterations.
Kernel-based scatter estimation methods use convolution of a weighted
total projection of an initial primary estimate with specific kernels to model
the spreading due to scatter [4, 5]. They are computationally efficient, but
prior assumptions and predefined kernels restrict their effectiveness.
Finally, data-driven approaches in the projection domain utilize neural
nets to estimate scatter [6,7]. Recent work also includes a correction method
for Cone Beam CT (CBCT) with two-step registration (CT-CBCT pairs) [8];
a CBCT method using a scatter library of breast CT to estimate scatter [9];
and a two-network approach that learns scatter by separating it into high
and low frequency components [10]. However, these methods use little or no
information of initial reconstruction, which potentially limits their effective-
ness.
In this thesis, unlike previous Deep Neural Network (DNN)-based ap-
proaches, we present two scatter correction algorithms for X-ray CT based on
a deep CNN using both the initial reconstructed image and the raw projec-
tion data simultaneously. The data processing pipelines, architecture of the
networks, and design of loss function for training of the proposed methods
are all inspired by the physics of the X-ray scatter. The specific loss function
also makes it possible to express the norm of a reconstruction domain error in
the projection domain, without the need for using the filtered backprojection
algorithm.
The organization of the thesis is as follows. In Chapter 2, the fundamen-
tals of the computed tomography, the physics of scatter and existing scatter
correction methods are reviewed. The proposed algorithms are described in
detail in Chapter 3. Methodology and framework of the numerical experi-
ments are provided in Chapter 4. Performance of the proposed methods and
the results of the various numerical experiments are displayed in Chapter 5.




BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
2.1 Computed Tomography
X-ray computed tomography is an imaging technique based on materials be-
ing exposed to X-ray photons absorbing them according to their electron
densities [11]. Measurements obtained form different view angles are pro-
cessed to obtain cross-sectional (tomographic) images of the object of in-
terest. It is used widely for imaging internal structures of the body and
for non-destructive evaluation [12]. The attenuation of an X-ray beam is
dependent on the energy of the photons that constitute the beam and the
object.
In an X-ray CT setting with a monochromatic parallel beam source where
f denotes the object to be imaged with f(x), the spatially varying linear
attenuation coefficient at position x = (x, y) ∈ R2, projections are obtained
by combining a set of line integrals over f(x). Line integrals are computed
as the integrals along a path orthogonal to the vector with signed polar
coordinates (t, θ) where angle θ ∈ [0, π) represents the view angle of the
projection and t ∈ R indicates the distance from the origin. An illustration
is provided in Figure 2.1. The equation for the line parameterized by the
vector with polar coordinates (t, θ) is given by
x cos θ + y sin θ = t. (2.1)







f(x, y)δ(x cos θ + y sin θ − t)dxdy. (2.2)














Figure 2.1: Illustration of a line parameterized by the vector (t, θ) (shown
in blue) and line integral projection of f(x, y) at angle θ and position t in a
2D parallel beam computed tomography setting.
R} is called the 2D Radon transform, which is a linear operator. Denoting
the 2D Radon transform as R, we can write
g(t, θ) = (Rf)(t, θ). (2.3)
Using Beer’s law [13], the primary measurement intensity p(t, θ) is given
by
p(t, θ) = I0e
−g(t,θ), (2.4)
where I0 is the mean bright field measurement, namely the source intensity
of the X-ray beam. Given p(t, θ), the line integral projection can be found
as
g(t, θ) = − ln p(t, θ)
I0
. (2.5)
The tomographic reconstruction problem is to obtain f given the 2D Radon
transform of the object {g(t, θ), θ ∈ [0, π), t ∈ R}. This can be achieved using
analytic inversion or optimization-based methods [14]. In analytic inversion
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methods, the Radon transform is inverted using the projection-slice theorem
[11]. The dominant approach to perform reconstruction is Filtered Back
Projection (FBP), denoted here as R−1. FBP uses the result Projection-
Slice Theorem [15] which states that the 1D Fourier transform of g(t, θ) with
respect to t coincides with the 2D Fourier transform of f expressed in polar
coordinates, evaluated at angle θ. This can be shown as,




















f(x, y)e−j2π(ω cos θx+ω sin θy)dxdy,
(2.6)
where F1D is the 1D Fourier transform over the variable t. Also, the 2D
Fourier transform of f(x, y) is given by






Combining (2.6) and (2.7), we get
G(ω, θ) = F (ω1, ω2)|ω1=ω cos θ,ω2=ω sin θ
= FP (ω, θ),
(2.8)
where FP is the 2D Fourier transform of f in polar coordinates.
To derive the FBP algorithm, we compute the inverse Fourier transform







































= h(t) ∗t g(t, θ),
(2.10)
where F−11D is the 1D inverse Fourier transform operator, h(t) = F
−1
1D{|ω|}
and ∗t is the 1D convolution operator over the variable t. Equation (2.9) is
the backprojection part of the FBP whereas (2.10) is the filtering part.
There are two types of sources in X-ray imaging: polychromatic and
monochromatic. A polychromatic source emits rays with a broad range of
energies whereas a monochromatic source emits monoenergetic rays. Rays
emitted by the source undergo attenuation as they proceed through objects.
The fraction of attenuated photons per unit thickness of the respective object
at each energy level is described by the energy-dependent linear attenuation
coefficient [16].
In our analysis, we assume a two-dimensional object f illuminated by a
parallel beam source. Let fE(x) be the linear attenuation coefficient of the
object at position x ∈ R2 for source energy E. Then, the line-integral of fE
at angle θ ∈ [0, 2π), detector position t ∈ R, and source energy E can be
written as
gE(t, θ) = (RfE)(t, θ), (2.11)
where R is the two-dimensional Radon transform.
Using an energy-integrating detector, the primary measurement at position
t at angle θ is, by Beer’s law,
p(t, θ) = I0
∫
c(E)e−gE(t,θ)dE, (2.12)
where I0 is the vacuum (or bright field) fluence measurement, c(E) denotes
the fraction of source photon fluence scaled by the energy-dependent detector
response at energy E where
∫
c(E)dE = 1, and fE(x) is the linear attenua-
tion coefficient at energy E and at position x. It is evident from (2.12), that
in the polychromatic case, the mapping from gE to the primary measure-
ments p involves another nonlinearity in addition to the exponential, which
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cannot be inverted by taking the logarithm. Depending on the material com-
position of the object, this nonlinearity, unless corrected, may manifest as
so-called beam hardening artifacts in the reconstruction.
To focus on scatter correction only, we limit the discussion from here on to
the monochromatic source setting. However, the general approach in Section
3.1 can be extended to the polychromatic setting to handle scatter and beam
hardening simultaneously.
In the monochromatic setting, the primary measurement at position t and
angle θ simplifies to




= fE0 and g
def
= gE0 are used here and in the sequel to simplify
notation. We use gθ ∈ Rd to denote the vector of d uniformly-spaced sam-
ples of g(t, θ) along the detector position coordinate, t. Given the set of line
integrals g , {gθ, θ ∈ Θ}, with Θ denoting the set of all view angles (typi-
cally Θ = {2kπ/K, k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1}), the discrete version of the filtered
backprojection (FBP) algorithm, denoted here by R−1 is used to produce
the reconstructed image
(R−1g)(x). (2.14)
Note that with a finite number of view angles and a finite number of
rays per view the inverse of the Radon transform does not exist, unless f
is restricted to some special subspace or set. With the usual assumption
that f is essentially bandlimited and supported on a bounded set, and the
sampling in θ and t dense enough [17], the discrete-index FBP is a good
numerical approximation to the inverse of the Radon transform. We abuse
the notation and denote the FBP by R−1, to emphasize that we assume that
the conditions for accurate reconstruction by FBP are satisfied, and focus on
the error due to scatter.
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2.2 Scatter in X-Ray Computed Tomography
2.2.1 Problem Formulation
Given the primary measurements p, the projections g determined by inverting
(2.13), should suffice to obtain an accurate reconstructions by FBP. However,
due to X-ray scatter, the obtained total measurement (detector reading) at
angle θ is
τ(t, θ) = p(t, θ) + s(t, θ), (2.15)
where s(t, θ) is a scatter term, which is a nonlinear function of the object. It is
the contribution of this additive term that leads to artifacts in conventional
reconstruction where FBP is directly implemented to obtain an estimate
f ∗ ∈ Rd2 of the image. This nonlinear additive contribution and its effects
on the reconstruction is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.
An additional source of distortion in CT is random noise, which is mostly
due to photon statistics. Random noise leads to variance in the reconstructed
image, whereas the effect of scatter is mostly a deterministic bias due to
mismodeling. Poisson noise due to low photon counts causes streaks that
manifest around the regions of greatest attenuation. As the noise increases, it
may become harder to distinguish low contrast features in CT reconstructions
[18]. Because scatter reduces the contrast and also contributes to streaks,
scatter exacerbates the effects of noise, and vise versa. In our analysis, we
assume sufficient photon count and neglect the artifacts caused by random
noise.
2.2.2 The Physics of X-Ray Scatter
X-ray is a form of high-energy electromagnetic radiation, at wavelengths
ranging from λ = 0.01 nm to λ = 10 nm. X-rays can undergo several type
of interactions as they propagate through matter. Considering the medical
CT energy range which goes up to 140 keV and non-destructive tomogra-
phy (NDT) using X-ray tubes whose energy range is up to 450 keV, the
interactions that are considered to play a role are Rayleigh (coherent) scat-







𝜏(𝑡1, 𝜃) = 𝑝(𝑡1, 𝜃)
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Figure 2.2: Additive contribution of the scatter to the measured signal.
X-ray directed toward the detector position (0, θ) reaches the detector at







Figure 2.3: Effects of scatter on the measured signal and reconstruction.
X-rays originating from a parallel beam source (blue arrows), are absorbed,
scattered (orange arrows), or reach the detector without any interaction
with the object (Left). Comparison of the primary measurement pθ (in
blue) and the scatter corrupted total measurement τθ (in orange), displays
the additive contribution of the scatter (Center). Reconstructed image
using the total measurements τθ, with scatter artifacts (Right).
these, Rayleigh scatter is significant only up to energies of 30 keV, and the
photoelectric effect has negligible contribution to scatter at the detector and
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thus to imaging because the secondary X-rays emitted have low energy and
are mostly absorbed by the imaged object [19]. The only significant source of
scatter at X-ray energies of 30 keV - 450 keV is therefore Compton scatter.
Our discussion will hence focus on this effect.
Compton scattering (illustrated in Fig. 2.4) is the scattering of a photon
by a charged particle, usually an electron. Part of the energy of the incoming
photon is transmitted to the electron, and the propagation direction of the
photon and its energy are changed, usually by a non-negligible amount. The
amount by which the wavelength of the incoming radiation changes (corre-
sponding to the change in the energy of the scattered photon) is called the
Compton shift and is given by
∆λ = λ′ − λ = h
mec
(1− cos β), (2.16)
where me is the electron rest mass, c the speed of light, h Planck’s constant,
β is the scattering angle, that is the angle between the incident and scattered
photon paths, and λ the wavelengths of the incoming and scattered radiation,
respectively. The probability of observing Compton scattering increases with
the energy of the photons.
The probability of a scattering event is expressed by the cross-section for
the scattering phenomenon. Cross-section is a measure of probability of
the occurrence of a physical process in a collision of two particles. If the
cross-section is defined as a function of final-state variables, it is called a
differential cross-section. The total cross-section is obtained by integration
of the differential cross-section over all scattering angles, and other variables.
In the case of Compton scatter, the relevant interaction is between a photon
and an electron. The differential cross-section of an electron is expressed by





(1 + cos2 β) [1 + ξ(1− cos β)] + ξ2(1− cos β)2




where S0 is a medium and voxel volume-dependent scatter factor, ξ is the ra-
tio of the energy E0 of the incident photon to the energy Mec
2 of the electron
at rest, and β is the scattering angle. In summary, the relatively complicated
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expression for the differential cross-section of the Compton scatter can be ex-
pressed using a functional C(β,E0) that depends on the scattering angle and





𝐸, 𝜃 + 𝛽𝛽
𝑒−
Figure 2.4: Compton scattering for an incident photon of energy E0 and
angle θ, scattering with scatter angle β.
2.2.3 Computation of the Scatter Component
Given a complete specification of an object, X-ray source, and imaging ge-
ometry, the forward problem in scatter modeling is to compute the expected
value s of the scatter component incident on the detector.
The two main approaches used to model scatter in X-ray computed tomog-
raphy are Monte-Carlo-based and deterministic methods. A third approach
is a relatively fast deterministic approximation method called the slice-by-
slice approach, which provides a coarse estimate without error control.
Monte-Carlo methods
Monte-Carlo methods stochastically sample photon propagation to estimate
the scatter for a given object. They rely on the classical Monte-Carlo inte-
gration theory. Let the total measurement τ be a matrix that includes the
count of photons at a single view angle on the entire detector plane for a






where U is the space of all possible photon paths and Γ is a function that
computes a weighted contribution of each possible path to the total measure-
ment according to its probability of occurrence.
Consider the decomposition of the function Γ into the product of a pdf p
that represents the occurrence probability of a certain path u, and another
function ζ that computes the contributions of these photons that follow the












Instead of computing this expectation directly, the Monte-Carlo approach








where ζ(·) is implemented in the MC simulation software.




Sampling of ui’s is performed in the following manner. Let the probability
of not having an interaction between a photon and the object after the photon
travels a distance l be P (l), and the probability of having an interaction
between l and l+dl be γdl, where γ = Nσ is a material-dependent constant,
N is the number of particles per unit volume, and σ is the interaction cross-
section for the particular type of photon-matter interaction. It follows that






dl = P (l)− P (l)γdl
dP (l) = −γP (l)dl.
(2.23)
The solution to this differential equation is in the form of
P (l) = Ce−γl. (2.24)
Since P (0) = 1, it follows that C = 1 and P (l) = e−γl. Then, defining η as
the probability of having an interaction between 0 and L, we can write,
η = 1− P (L) = 1− e−γL. (2.25)
Photons are transported step-by-step in the MC simulation. At each trans-
port step a photon travels until it is subject to a physical interaction. For
each step, the MC method samples a new η ∼ uniform[0, 1] for each physical
interaction type incorporated in the simulation (including Rayleigh scatter-
ing, Compton scattering, and absorption via the photoelectric effect, the
latter resulting in the termination of photon at the respective step). Next,
(2.25) is solved for each η and the γ corresponding to the type of interaction,
producing different candidate distances L to the next interaction. The type
of interaction with the shortest physical distance L is selected. Depending
on the interaction type, the scatter angle θ is also drawn from a specific
distribution. Finally, the photon is propagated in the direction of θ by the
distance L.
This procedure is repeated until the photon is absorbed, leaves the experi-
ment boundaries, or reaches the detector plane. This is illustrated in Fig. 2.5
for a single photon that ends up in the detector plane. After conducting the
simulation for all photons, τ is formed by accumulating the photons that end
up on the detector plane and are detected by the respective detector element.
The linear Boltzmann transport equation (LBTE) and numerical
solutions
Unlike the Monte-Carlo based methods that provide stochastic modeling of
the scatter, the linear Boltzmann transport equation (LBTE) specifies a solu-
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Figure 2.5: Step-wise transport of a photon until it reaches to the detector
plane.
tion for the expected value of the scatter. It is an integro-differential equation
that governs the behavior of the fluence of photons,

















In (2.26), φΩE(~r, E, Ω̂) is the angular fluence, quantifying the paths of pho-
tons with energy E in a differential volume dV at the position ~r proceeding
along the direction of unit vector Ω̂. The quantity S(~r, E, Ω̂) is any photon
source emitting photons with energy E at position ~r in the direction Ω̂, µs is
the linear directional scatter coefficient representing the fraction of photons
with energy E ′ and direction Ω̂′ that scatter into energy E and direction Ω̂ at
position ~r, and µt(~r, E) is the energy-dependent linear attenuation coefficient
of the object at position ~r with energy E. The linear attenuation coefficient
µt is equal to the sum of scatter coefficient and photoelectric absorption co-
efficient whereas the linear directional scatter coefficient µs only stands for
the scattering events.
The LBTE is linear as a mapping from the input source distribution S
to the angular fluence φ. Therefore, for a given object f , (2.26) is a linear
integro-differential equation. Hence, it can be solved using numerical meth-
ods for such equations. On the other hand, it is nonlinear as a mapping from
object properties, µt and µs, to φ, making the inverse problem of recovering
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the object properties from measurements of φ and known S nonlinear.
The inner product of the gradient of the angular fluence with the unit
vector Ω̂ describes the flow of photons in a differential volume. The second
term represents the photons that interact with the object and change their
directions or are absorbed. These interactions include Rayleigh scattering,
Compton scattering, and the photoelectric effect. The photon source term
indicates the photons that are introduced to the system and the last term
accounts for the photons that can be scattered into the direction Ω̂. For a
given position ~r, the equation states that the sum of the number of streaming
photons and the photons that interact with the object is equal to the sum
of the number of photons that are injected by a source and the number of
photons that scatter into the respective direction and energy.
Since the LBTE is a linear integro-differential equation in a seven dimen-
sional space, numerical methods and several simplifying assumptions are usu-
ally used to find an approximate solution [3,21]. These methods are discussed
next.
A recent work [3] uses an iterative method to approximate the solution
of the Linear Boltzmann Transport Equation (LBTE) to estimate scatter in
medical CT. The method estimates the scatter by dividing the propagation
of the scattered photons into three different steps. Firstly, the photons are
traced from the source to all voxels to obtain the uncollided fluence φUCΩE in
the object using Beer’s law which gives the same solution as LBTE when
the fourth term is discarded in (2.26), which makes it a differential equation.
Using the uncollided fluence, first-collision sources S1 are obtained at each
voxel.
The second step includes the computation of collided angular fluence φCΩE
estimate where LBTE is now an integro-differential equation and numerical
techniques are used to obtain a solution. The method approximates the total
collided fluence as the sum of N different fluence terms φiΩE, i ∈ {1, . . . , N},






where N is selected as the smallest integer that satisfies a specific convergence
criterion ||φCN+1ΩE − φ
CN
ΩE || < ε where ε > 0. For each φiΩE, the corresponding
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i + 1-st order collision source Si+1 is computed and these multiple order





Photons generated by SCN are traced using Beer’s law to obtain the esti-
mate of the scattered fluence at the detector plane, φDΩE. This term is inte-
grated over all incident angles and energies to obtain the scatter estimate.
Owing to the various numerical methods and simplifications incorporated
in the computations, this method is faster than MC simulations but it still
trades-off accuracy for time depending on the discretization of the angles,
voxels, etc., and the number of iterations. A similar approach [21] is applied
in industrial CT.
The slice-by-slice blurring model
Another method for finding an approximate solution to the forward problem
of determining the scattered photon fluence for a given object f models the
scatter as a distance-dependent incremental blurring effect represented by
kernels. It is called the slice-by-slice approach [2]. Based on the fact that
the first order Compton scatter accounts for most of the scattering events in
X-ray CT [12], this method only models the first-order Compton scatter and
uses the Klein-Nishina formula in (2.17) to obtain the kernels.
Ideally, a model can trace rays from the source at position X0 to each
i-th scattering voxel at position Xi using Beer’s law, and can compute the









where lX0,Xi is the line between the source position and scattering voxel i.
Then, the effective scatter fluence at the voxel i, FX0→Xi , can be computed
using the Klein-Nishina formula (2.17) as
FX0→Xi = I0AX0→XiSiC(β,E), (2.30)
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which provides the fluence of first-order Compton scatter for a given scatter
angle β and energy E. The scattered photons at angle β can then be traced
to the detector plane and the scatter signal DXi→t at the detector position t
originating at the i-th scattering voxel can be computed. For this purpose,










and DXi→t is given by
DXi→t = FX0→XiAXi→tP (E), (2.32)
where P (E) is an energy-dependent term that provides the probability of a
photon at energy E being detected by the detector. Finally, to compute the
overall scatter signal s(t) at position t, individual scatter signals from each





Instead of performing the computations in (2.29)-(2.33) directly, the slice-
by-slice method computes the effective scatter source image at each slice
perpendicular to the photon propagation using a slice-by-slice blurring model
that uses the Klein-Nishina formula to obtain the blurring kernel. Because
the slice-by-slice method was developed for a particular imaging geometry
in SPECT, it assumed different illumination and photon propagation in two
orthogonal planes: the plane of fan beam direction and the plane of parallel
beam direction. These directions are illustrated in Fig. 2.6.
Accordingly, the scattering angle β is expressed in terms of spatial coor-
dinates and for a scattering slice with distance ∆x from the point source,
C(β,E) in (2.17) is approximated by the convolution of two different 1D
Gaussian functions: Gfan(y,∆x) in the plane of fan beam direction, and
Gpar(z,∆x) in the plane of parallel beam direction. Then, for a point source
at position P , the 2D scatter image at the first slice which is at a distance
∆x = 1 can be computed as
SC1 = AP→1 [IP ∗y Gfan(y, 1) ∗z Gpar(z, 1)] , (2.34)
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where AP→1 is the attenuation operator computing the attenuation from the
position of the source to the first slice. Likewise, the scatter image in the
second slice is computed as
SC2 = AP→1A1→2 [IP ∗y Gfan(y, 2) ∗z Gpar(z, 2)] . (2.35)
The attenuation operator in its general form An→n+1 assumes propagation of
the rays in their primary directions which originate at the source at position P
and computes the attenuation according to the linear attenuation coefficients
at slice n+ 1.
Using kernels Kn→n+1fan (y) and K
n→n+1
par (z) to approximate the relationship
between consecutive 1D Gaussian functions for slices n and n+ 1,
Gfan(y, n+ 1) = K
n→n+1
fan (y) ∗Gfan(y, n)
Gpar(z, n+ 1) = K
n→n+1
par (z) ∗Gpar(z, n),
(2.36)
it is possible to relate the scatter images at consecutive slices as follows,
SCn+1 = An→n+1
[





where kernels Kn→n+1fan (y) and K
n→n+1
par (z) realize the so-called slice-by-slice
blurring effect. The computation at (2.37) is repeated for each slice until the
algorithm reaches to the detector plane. The process in fan beam direction
only is shown in Fig. 2.7.
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Figure 2.6: Fan beam and parallel beam directions for the slice-by-slice
blurring model.
Figure 2.7: The slice-by-slice blurring model in the fan beam direction.
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2.3 Scatter Correction Methods
De-scattering methods include two groups: hardware-based and software-
based. The first includes using anti-scatter grids [22], collimators, primary
modulation grids [23–25], etc. These are successful in specific settings, how-
ever, they require hardware modification or increase in dose or scan time [9].
Thus, avoiding modification in data acquisition, software-based methods are
attractive. They can be mainly classified as
(i) iterative scatter estimation and correction using forward modeling,
(ii) kernel-based,
(iii) data-driven scatter estimation in the projection domain, and,
(iv) data-driven artifact correction in the image domain.
2.3.1 Forward Solver-based Scatter Estimation and
Correction
Given an object f and specification of the imaging setup, let ε denote (an ap-
proximate) forward solver that provides a total measurement estimate, such
that τ ∗ = ε(f). Given such a solver, several methods including MC-based
estimation and analytical-numerical methods utilize the iterative scheme in
Fig. 2.8, where the superscript n indicates the estimate of the respective
term at the n-th iteration. The input of the scheme in Fig. 2.8 is the total
measurements τ 0 and the algorithm starts by obtaining an initial reconstruc-
tion f 0 using g0(t, θ) = − ln τ
0(t,θ)
I0
. Then, an initial estimate of the primary
measurements p1 are computed using (2.13) and the next total measurement
estimates τ 1 are computed using the forward solver ε. Initial scatter estimates
s1 are obtained by subtracting the primary estimates p0 from the current to-
tal measurement estimates τ 1. To compute the next primary estimates p1,
the scatter estimates s1 are subtracted from the initial total measurements
τ 0. This completes the first step of the iteration. By using the current pri-
mary estimates p1 to obtain the next reconstruction estimate, this algorithm
is repeated until a stopping criterion such as ||fn − fn+1|| < c, for some
constant c, is satisfied.
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𝑝𝑛+1 𝑡, 𝜃 ← 𝜏0 𝑡, 𝜃 − 𝑠𝑛+1(𝑡, 𝜃)
𝑠𝑛+1 𝑡, 𝜃 ← 𝜏𝑛+1 𝑡, 𝜃 − 𝑝𝑛(𝑡, 𝜃)𝑝
𝑛 𝑡, 𝜃 ← 𝐼0𝑒
−(ℛ𝑓𝑛)(𝑡,𝜃)
𝜏𝑛+1 𝑡, 𝜃 ← 𝜀(𝑓𝑛)
𝑓𝑛 𝑥 ← ℛ−1𝑔𝑛 𝒙




Figure 2.8: Iterative scatter estimation scheme.
Despite usually providing reasonably good results in experiments, the ab-
sence of any convergence guarantees to a fixed point f ∗ for a given ε, and
even if there exists a fixed point, having no provable bounds on ||f − f ∗|| are
two negative aspects of this scheme.
Three versions of this scheme can be listed as
(i) MC forward solver-based correction,
(ii) Analytical-numerical forward solver-based correction, and
(iii) Slice-by-slice forward solver-based correction.
MC forward solver-based correction
For a given object, MC forward solver-based correction methods [26] can
estimate the scatter component quite accurately by using MC-based forward
models. Despite being capable of producing gold standard estimates of scat-
ter, their computational costs and runtimes are very high for clinical purposes
and there exists a trade-off between stochastic noise in the estimates and run-
times.
Analytical-numerical forward solver-based correction
Analytical-numerical forward solver-based correction includes utilization of
the iterative method that approximates the solution of the LBTE [3,21] de-
scribed in Section 2.2.3 as the forward solver. Being faster than MC forward
solvers, this approach involves a trade-off between the accuracy of the scat-
ter estimate, and the level of discretization in numerical computations and
the extent of higher-order scatter sources that are computed in the algorithm.
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Slice-by-slice forward solver-based correction
Slice-by-slice forward solver-based correction utilizes the slice-by-slice ap-
proach [2] explained in Section 2.2.3 where scatter is modeled as a distance-
dependent blurring effect represented by kernels as the forward solver. This
correction method has a reduced computational cost compared to its alterna-
tives but it is not able to keep track of angular distributions of the incoming
photons to a slice and does not account for any multiple order scattering
events in the medium, which limit its effectiveness.
2.3.2 Kernel-based Scatter Estimation
Given total measurements τ(t, θ), kernel-based scatter estimation methods
attempt to determine the scatter in τ(t, θ) by convolving its weighted version
with a specific kernel with respect to t [4,5,27] for each view θ. The weighting
is applied to τ(t, θ) to compute the forward scatter intensity sf (t, θ) which
approximates the amount of scatter produced by the rays that correspond to
each detector element at position t and view angle θ. It is defined as
sf (t, θ) = K · τ(t, θ)
(




where K is a constant. However, this formulation neglects the contribution
of the scatter term s(t, θ) in the total measurement τ(t, θ). While deriving
the forward scatter intensity sf (t, θ), p(t, θ) is assumed available and used
instead of τ(t, θ) in (2.38). However, in practice, p(t, θ) is not available and
τ(t, θ) ≈ p(t, θ) is assumed.
The forward scatter intensity sf (t, θ) is convolved with a specific kernel
G(t) to obtain the scatter estimate s∗(t, θ),
s∗(t, θ) = sf (t, θ) ∗t G(t). (2.39)
These estimation methods are computationally efficient but prior assump-
tions such as neglecting the contribution of scatter to the total measurement
and pre-defined kernels with few degrees of freedom restrict their effective-
ness.
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2.3.3 Data-driven Scatter Estimation in the Projection
Domain
Data-driven approaches in the projection domain utilize neural networks to
estimate scatter from given total scatter-corrupted measurements. Recent
work includes a correction method for Cone Beam Computed Tomogra-
phy (CBCT) with two-step registration (CT-CBCT pairs) [8]; A method
for CBCT where a scatter library of breast CT is used to estimate scat-
ter [9]; and a two network approach that learns scatter by separating it into
high and low frequency components and training on those components sep-
arately [10]. Another data-driven method called Deep Scatter Estimation
(DSE in short) [6,7], operates on the projection domain and uses a modified
U-net [28] architecture with an additional average pooling path for better
extraction of features. Denoting the modified U-net architecture by N(·), it
provides an estimate s∗θ of the scatter component using the total measurement
τθ as the only input,
s∗θ = N(τθ). (2.40)
However, these methods use little or no information of the 3D object struc-
ture, which ultimately determines the scatter, which limits their effectiveness.
The DSE method serves as a benchmark in our work and its results are com-
pared with the results of our proposed methods.
2.3.4 Data-driven Scatter Estimation in the Image Domain
Data-driven methods in the image domain attempt to correct the scatter-
induced artifacts by post-processing the initial reconstructed image f 0 using
a deep neural network trained end-to-end similar to a denoiser, to estimate
the artifact corrected reconstruction estimate f̃ .
f̃ = N(f 0) (2.41)
where N(·) is the DNN that performs the scatter artifact correction. This
method [29] has been demonstrated for PET, and we are not aware of its use
in CT, nor of comparative studies of its effectiveness.
These methods do not use the projection data itself, which contains useful
information about the scatter, and therefore are limited.
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CHAPTER 3
SCATTER CORRECTION BY DEEP
LEARNING ALGORITHMS
3.1 Physics Motivated Algorithms
To make the proposed methods applicable for various vacuum (air) fluences
without change, the problem and method are formulated in terms of the
normalized quantities, τ̄θ , τθ/I0, s̄θ , sθ/I0, and p̄θ , pθ/I0. We denote
the set of normalized total measurements by τ̄ , {τ̄θ, θ ∈ Θ}, with τ̄θ ∈ Rd.
Given τ̄ , the problem is to produce an estimate p̄∗ of the scatter-free primary,
which is then used to reconstruct an estimate f ∗ using FBP.
3.1.1 Algorithm 1 [30]
Given a set of normalized total measurements, τ̄ , an initial reconstruction
estimate f̃ ∈ Rd2 of the image is computed by FBP
f̃(x) = (R−1g̃(x)), (3.1)
where g̃(t, θ) = − ln min{τ̄(t, θ), 1} is an initial estimate of the line integral
projection. Here, to obtain the initial reconstruction, τ(t, θ) is used as a
surrogate for the primary measurement p(t, θ). By the inherent physics in
(2.12) or (2.13), p(t, θ) must be smaller than the mean bright fluence I0.
Hence, this physical constraint is used to improve the initial reconstruction,
by clipping of τ̄(t, θ) to 1, or equivalently clipping of τ(t, θ) to I0.
The deep convolutional neural network (DCNN), Nγ with network param-
eters γ, operates view-by-view. It accepts two different inputs:
(i) a normalized post-log total measurement − ln τ̄θ at view angle θ
(ii) a version f̃θ ∈ Rd
2
of the initial reconstruction estimate that is rotated
by the same angle θ.
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Figure 3.1: Block diagram of Algorithm 1.
As a consequence of the rotation in (ii), a projection of f̃θ at zero angle
yields the projection of f̃ at angle θ, allowing the DCNN to be agnostic to






The normalized primary measurement is ultimately estimated as
p̄∗θ = max{0, τ̄θ}. (3.3)
The clipping of p̄∗ is again due to the physical constraint imposed by (2.12)
or (2.13). However, unlike the case of computing the inital reconstruction f̃ ,
the normalized total measurement τ̄θ at the input to the DCNN is not upper
bounded by 1, because values greater than 1 are physically possible after the
normalization by I0 and they provide useful information for the estimation of
the normalized scatter term s̄θ. Finally, the line integral projection estimate
g∗θ of the projection is obtained as g
∗(t, θ) = − ln(p̄∗(t, θ)). Once every view
has been processed by the algorithm, the reconstructed image is obtained
from g∗ by FBP with Shepp-Logan filtering [31],
f ∗(x) = (R−1g∗)(x). (3.4)
The block diagram of the algorithm is in Fig. 3.1, and the steps of the
algorithm are listed as Algorithm 1.
3.1.2 Algorithm 2 - with Opposite View Processing [32]
As in Section 3.1.1, this scatter correction algorithm too works on the mea-
surements that are normalized by the mean bright field, τ̄θ , τθ/I0, s̄θ ,
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Algorithm 1 Algorithm 1
Input: {τ̄θ = (τθ/I0) ∈ Rd, θ ∈ Θ}
Output: f ∗(x)
1: for θ ∈ Θ do
2: g̃(t, θ) = − ln min{τ̄(t, θ), 1}
3: end for
4: f̃ = (R−1g̃)(x) ∈ Rd2
5: for θ ∈ Θ do
6: Rotate f̃ by angle θ, obtain f̃θ
7: s̄∗θ = Nγ(f̃θ,− ln τ̄θ)
8: p̄∗θ = max{τ̄θ − s̄∗θ, 0}
9: end for
10: g∗θ = max{− ln p̄∗θ, 0}
11: f ∗(x) = (R−1g∗)(x)
sθ/I0, p̄θ , pθ/I0, to make the method independent of I0.
In this specific algorithm, we take advantage of the property of the parallel-
beam CT geometry for a given object, which is the equivalence of the line
integral projections in opposite directions up to a sign reversal (flip) in t:
ḡ(t, θ) = ḡ(−t, θ + π). We call such a pair of projections π-opposite projec-
tions, and denote the t flipped version of ḡθ by ˆ̄gθ. Combining this information
with (2.12) and (2.13) we have
ḡθ = ˆ̄gθ+π, (3.5)
p̄θ = ˆ̄pθ+π, (3.6)
τ̄θ − ˆ̄τθ+π = s̄θ − ˆ̄sθ+π , ∆s̄θ. (3.7)
It follows that, the difference ∆s̄θ of π-opposite scatter components can
be determined exactly from the available (scatter-corrupted) total measure-
ments. Thus, estimating the sum b̄θ , s̄θ + ˆ̄sθ+π suffices to fully determine
each scatter component. This approach is motivated by the hypothesis that
estimating the sum b̄θ might be easier than estimating each of its scatter
components. This is may be the case because b̄θ is typically smoother than
the latter, and therefore may be easier to learn by a DCNN. In contrast, the
difference ∆s̄θ typically has higher bandwidth, however, we do not need to
26
























Figure 3.2: Cumulative fraction of the total energy contained in the
frequency components [0, q].
estimate it, since it can be extracted exactly from the total measurements
(the measured data).
In Fig. 3.2, the smoothness of the b̄θ relative to ∆s̄θ can be observed. To
obtain this figure, an estimate of the power spectra, which is the mean of the















where θ ∈ Θ indicates the view at the respective angle and n ∈ N indicates
the n-th phantom. The estimate is obtained using |N | = 27 and |Θ| = 360.
The phantoms used to compute these estimates belonged to 3D monochro-
matic parallel beam experiments, described in Section 3.1.7. After obtaining
S∆sθ and Sbθ , cumulative sums of these power spectra over the frequency










Finally, C∆sθ and Cbθ were normalized by the total energy,
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C̄∆sθ [q] = C∆sθ [q]/C∆sθ [Q− 1], and
C̄bθ [q] = Cbθ [q]/Cbθ [Q− 1],
(3.10)
to obtain the cumulative energy fractions.
Once bθ is estimated then, using the relation between the π-opposite pri-
maries, it follows that
p̄θ =
(τ̄θ + ˆ̄τθ+π − b̄θ)
2
. (3.11)
In view of the foregoing observations, Algorithm 2 operates on sums and
differences of normalized π-opposite total projections, τ̄θ + τ̄θ+π and τ̄θ− τ̄θ+π
and outputs estimates of the sum b̄θ of normalized π-opposite scatter and of
the primary p̄θ. Denoting the set of normalized total measurements with K
view angles by {τ̄θ ∈ Rd, θ ∈ Θ} with Θ = {2kπ/K, k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1}, an
initial (scatter-corrupted) reconstruction f̃ ∈ Rd2 of the linear attenuation
coefficient is again computed using
f̃(x) = (R−1g̃)(x), (3.12)
where R−1 denotes FBP and g̃(t, θ) = max{− ln τ̄(t, θ), 0} is the initial esti-
mate of the line integral projection constrained by the physics of the process,
as explained in Section 3.1.1.
For Algorithm 2, the DCNN Nγ, also operates view-by-view but it is used
K/2 times, for θ = k(2π/K), k = 0, 1, , K/2 − 1 whereas in Section 3.1.1,
it is used K times. This improvement is obtained by using the property of
projections being equivalent in opposite directions up to a sign reversal.
The network takes three inputs:
(i) sum τ̄θ + ˆ̄τθ+π of normalized pre-log π-opposite total measurements at
view angle θ
(ii) difference τ̄θ - ˆ̄τθ+π at the same angle
(iii) the initial reconstruction estimate rotated by θ, f̃θ ∈ Rd
2
.





















Figure 3.3: Block diagram of Algorithm 2.
The normalized primary projection p̄θ is then estimated as
p̄∗θ =
max{0, τ̄θ + ˆ̄τθ+π − b̄∗θ}
2
, (3.14)
with a physical constraint enforcing p̄θ to be non-negative as in Section 3.1.1.
Similarly, τ̄θ is not clipped to 1, since τ̄θ > 1 is physically possible. Ultimately,
the reconstruction estimate is obtained using FBP with Shepp-Logan filtering
[31], as in (3.4). The block diagram of Algorithm 2 is illustrated in Fig. 3.3,
and the steps of the algorithm are listed as Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Algorithm 2
Input: {τ̄θ = (τθ/I0) ∈ Rd, θ ∈ Θ}
Output: f ∗(x)
1: for θ ∈ Θ = {2kπ/K, k = 0, 1, . . . , K − 1} do
2: g̃(t, θ) = − ln min{τ̄(t, θ), 1}
3: end for
4: f̃ = (R−1g̃)(x) ∈ Rd2
5: for θ ∈ Θ = {2kπ/K, k = 0, 1, . . . , K/2− 1} do
6: Rotate f̃ by angle θ, obtain f̃θ
7: b̄∗θ = Nγ
(
f̃θ, τ̄θ + ˆ̄τθ+π, τ̄θ − ˆ̄τθ+π
)
8: p̄∗θ = max{0, τ̄θ + ˆ̄τθ+π − b̄∗θ}/2
9: g∗θ = max{− ln p̄∗θ, 0}
10: ˆ̄p∗θ+π = p
∗
θ




13: f ∗(x) = (R−1g∗)(x)
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3.1.3 Loss Function








||h ∗ (gθ − g∗θ)||22 + λ||gθ − g∗θ ||1. (3.15)
The loss function L includes a filtered l2-norm and an l1-norm regular-
izer, where g∗θ and gθ = − ln p̄θ are the estimated and the true line integral







is used as the filter h. Since h is a high-pass filter, the l1-norm term (with
a small constant, λ > 0) is used to recover the zero frequency component of
the projections. The specific choice of filter h is explained in detail in Section
3.1.4.
The loss function is expressed in terms of the line integral projections g
rather than the primary measurements p to improve accuracy, especially for
rays passing through highly attenuating regions. Because the image produced
by the FBP algorithm depends logarithmically on p, it is the relative error
in p∗ that matters. Therefore, an error with the same magnitude in p∗ has
greater impact on the reconstruction f ∗ for smaller p than for larger p. This
behavior is prevented by utilizing gθ instead, which is linearly related to the
reconstructed image.
3.1.4 Image 2-Norm in Projection Space
Assuming f(x, y), f ∈ L2(R2) is a finite energy image having line integral
projection at angle θ denoted by g(t, θ), we wish to express its two-norm
||f ||2 in terms of the set of projections {g(t, θ),−∞ < t <∞, θ ∈ [0, π]}.
Let F (ωx, ωy) be the two-dimensional Fourier transform of f , and Fp(ω, θ)
be this Fourier transform expressed in polar coordinates (with signed radial


















|FP (ω, θ)|2 |ω|dωdθ.
(3.17)
Also, by the projection-slice theorem,
G(ω, θ) = FP (ω, θ) (3.18)
where G(ω, θ) is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of g(t, θ) with respect









Equation (3.19) expresses the 2-norm of the image f in terms its line
integral projections, which is the desired relation. It involves weighting the
square of the Fourier transform of the projections by the ramp filter |ω|. In














can be considered as the frequency response of a filter. The phase of H has
no effect on the result owing to the absolute value in (3.20). Thus, it can be
chosen arbitrarily - for example as identically zero. Using Parseval’s identity
once more, the filtering implied by (3.20) can be expressed and implemented









where u(t, θ) is the inverse Fourier transform of G(ω, θ)H(ω) with respect to
the first variable. The signal u(t, θ) can also be obtained by
u(t, θ) = g(t, θ) ∗ h(t), (3.23)
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where ∗ denotes convolution, and h(t) is a filter with frequency response of
H(ω).
Next, we consider an image f̂ , obtained from the set of projections {g(t, θ),
−∞ < t <∞, θ ∈ [0, π]} by FBP using a ramp filter W (ω)|ω| and our desire
is to express its 2-norm in terms of its projections. It can be verified that
the Fourier transform of f̂ in polar coordinates is
F̂P (ω) = W (ω)FP (ω, θ). (3.24)



















û(t, θ) = g(t, θ) ∗ ĥ(t), (3.26)
and ĥ(t) is a filter with frequency response W (ω)|ω|0.5.
The implication of these results is that if we want to define a loss function
in terms of an L2 error in an image reconstructed using FBP with ramp
filter weighting W (ω), this loss function can be expressed in terms of a loss
function defined on the projections, using (3.25).
When f has bounded spatial support and W has bounded frequency sup-
port such that the reconstruction f̂ is bandlimited, and P uniformly spaced
view angles over the interval [0, 2π] are used, equations (3.25) and (3.26) can




























ν ∈ [−π, π] and
ûd[n, p] = gd(n, θ) ∗ ĥd[n], (3.28)
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and where ĥd is a discrete-time filter with frequency response
Ĥd(ν) = Wd(ν)|ν|0.5. (3.29)
Finally, since f̂ has a bounded support, (3.28) can be implemented by
FFT, or the integral in (3.27) can be discretized in frequency ν and, using











). Expression (3.30) gets rid of the inverse FFT
computation needed to obtain (3.28).
Now we consider a frequency-weighted norm ‖Qf̂‖2 of f̂ , where Q corre-
sponds to filtering f̂ by a filter with radially symmetric frequency response
expressed in polar coordinates as Q(ω). Specifically, for the purpose recon-
structing f̂ in X-ray CT, using a perceptually weighted loss function that em-
phasizes the high frequency contents of f̂ is of interest due to the perceptual
significance of the edges. We again wish to express this frequency-weighted
norm in terms of the projections. Then, using the same analysis as before,
it follows that (3.27) and (3.28) hold, with (3.29) replaced by
Ĥd(ν) = Wd(ν)Qd(ν)|ν|0.5, (3.31)
where Qd(ν) = Q(ν/∆t). Considering the special case of Q(ω) = |ω|0.5, we
obtain Ĥd(ν) = Wd(ν)|ν|. However, since we use the magnitude in (3.27),
the phase of Ĥd does not matter, and we may use
Ĥd(ν) = Wd(ν)ν. (3.32)
The advantage of this particular filter selection is that it removes the jump
discontinuity in the derivative of Ĥd at the origin, and can result in a short
filter ĥd[n]. For instance, when Wd(ν) = sinc(ν) is selected, which corre-
sponds to a Shepp-Logan ramp filter [31], we obtain Ĥd(ν) = sin(ν), for








has only two non-zero values. This enables an easy time-domain implemen-
tation of the computation in (3.27) and (3.28).
3.1.5 Network Structures
The DCNN’s in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.6, which operate one view angle θ
at a time, have a contracting structure in the second input dimension, with
convolutions along the first or first two dimensions of the input depending on
whether 2D reconstruction or 3D reconstruction is performed. This specific
structure is inspired by the slice-by-slice approach [2], which divides the
object into layers perpendicular of the primary X-ray propagation, and based
on the Klein-Nishina formula [20], models scatter by a distance-dependent
incremental blurring effect at each layer with pre-specified kernels to obtain
the scatter estimate for the next layer. Accordingly, because after rotating
the initial reconstruction f̃ by angle θ the columns of the input f̃θ correspond
to object layers perpendicular to propagation of primary X-rays, the network
performs convolutions along the first or the first two dimensions of the input,
and contracts along the channel dimension.
For Algorithm 1, to incorporate the available total measurement informa-
tion, the second input to the network in (3.2), − ln τ̄ , is concatenated with f̃θ,
as an additional channel. On the other hand, for Algorithm 2, the second and
third inputs to the network (3.13), τ̄θ + ˆ̄τθ+π and τ̄θ − ˆ̄τθ+π, are concatenated
with f̃θ, as two additional channels.
For both algorithms, at the m-th step, for m = 1, . . . , log2 d, the network
has a “ladder” of convolutions compressing the input information by diadic
factors to a set of outputs with number of channels equal to {2−md, 2−(m+1)d,
. . . , 1} using different convolutional layers, and conveys the output of those
to the following steps via skip connections, concatenating all intermediate
outputs from previous steps that have the same number of channels (e.g.
s14 is concatenated with every sm4, m < 4 and s4 at the end of the 4th
step in the diagram, each having 2−4d channels). After concatenation in the
m = 2, 3, . . . step, another convolutional layer reduces the number of channels
back to 2−md. The network architectures for Algorithm 1 for the 2D and 3D
reconstruction cases are illustrated in Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5. Similarly, Fig.
3.6 and Fig. 3.7 illustrates the network architectures for Algorithm 2.
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An important note is that for the 3D reconstructions, the same overall
architecture is implemented by extending it using two consecutive convolu-
tional layers for each convolutional layer in the 2D reconstruction cases. By
doing so, total number of parameters is increased to approximate the scatter
signal better. For such two consecutive layers with number of input channels
as ci and output channels co, the number of input-output channels of the
layers are selected as ci × ci and ci × co. For simplicity, this structure is also
shown with arrows in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.7.
: 1D conv. layer (conv. in y) + ReLU:




Figure 3.4: Proposed network architecture for Algorithm 1 for 2D
reconstructions.
: 2D conv. layer (conv. in x & y) + ReLU: 





Figure 3.5: Proposed network architecture for Algorithm 1 for 3D
reconstructions.
3.1.6 Training Strategy
The training strategy for a DNN-based scheme can have a crucial impact
on the performance of the scheme, especially in data-starved applications.
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Figure 3.6: Proposed network architecture for Algorithm 2 for 2D
reconstructions.
: 2D conv. layer (conv. in x & y) + ReLU: 





Figure 3.7: Proposed network architecture for Algorithm 2 for 3D
reconstructions.
It is therefore considered as a part of the design of the system. In order to
train the algorithms, total measurements τθ of objects with known ground-
truth primary measurements pθ are needed. Also, source characteristics such
as the energy spectrum E(λ) of X-rays being emitted from the source for
polychromatic settings or single emission energy E0 for the monochromatic
settings with the geometry of the tomographic device needs to be known to
be able to match pθ with the corresponding τθ. Obtaining such data requires
a fully characterized CT device and many different phantoms for which the
material composition and geometry are known. In our case, it was impractical
to obtain such data since we do not have an industrial CT device and it
was impractical for us to have that many different phantoms with sufficient
material diversity for training purposes. Instead, total measurements for
training, validation and testing data were all generated for phantoms with
known analytical descriptions by Monte-Carlo based simulations. On the
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other hand, the primary measurements were computed analytically. The
details of the design of the phantoms, Monte-Carlo simulations of τθ and,
analytical computation of pθ are provided next.
3.1.7 Generating Training Data
To obtain the total measurements τθ for training and validation for paral-
lel beam CT experiments, we used GATE [33], which is a software package
developed by the international OpenGATE collaboration and dedicated to
numerical simulations in medical imaging and radiotherapy. GATE encap-
sulates the GEANT4 (Geometry and Tracking) Monte-Carlo [34] simulation
libraries, which perform the simulation of particle propagation through mat-
ter. Besides high energy physics, its areas of application include medical and
space sciences. The choice of GATE over GEANT4 directly was due to the
high level macro mechanism that GATE provides. On the other hand, the
primary projections pθ of phantoms were computed analytically in a vox-
elized environment using Beer’s law as in (2.13). For each experiment type,
training data is generated using this main framework with different phan-
toms. Detailed explanation of data generation for each experiment and the
phantoms that it includes can be found in Chapter 4.
For cone beam CT (CBCT) experiments, we used MC-GPU [35], which is
a GPU-accelerated X-ray transport Monte-Carlo simulation code for CBCT.
The code performs the transport simulation in a voxelized geometry and uses
CUDA programming and supports multiple GPU utilization in parallel by
using an MPI library. The code provides access to the total measurement
τθ, primary measurement pθ, and scatter signal sθ for each view θ. Thanks
to this feature, pθ was obtained from the simulation code and it was not
necessary to calculate it analytically.
For training, validation and testing purposes, the medical phantoms were
obtained using a procedure similar to that indicated in previous work [36].
Thirty anthropomorphic phantoms were extracted from the CT Lymph Nodes
torso datasets [37] from the cancer-imaging archive [38]. Then, tissue map-
ping was performed on the data as pre-processing. Also, randomly placed
titanium rods were generated to perform another set of experiments. Again,
the detailed information and parameter selections for the CBCT data gener-
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ation is included in Chapter 4.
3.1.8 Determining Photon Count Requirements for Training
Samples
A major problem related to data generation using Monte-Carlo simulation
methods is the trade-off between the number of photon trajectories that are
sampled and therefore, the simulation time, and the noise in the simulated
measurements. If sufficient time is allocated, Monte-Carlo simulations pro-
vide gold standard estimates of the total measurements τ ∗n, where n is the
number of photons that are sampled in the simulation. As in (2.21), these
estimates τ ∗n converge almost surely to the expected value of τ as n → ∞,
while the variance of the error in the estimations decays with O(1/n). Using
the definition of τ ∗n in (2.20), this follows trivially from the additivity of the
variance for iid random variables ζ(Li).
Hence, selection of the number of photons n plays an important role in
the accuracy of the simulations and their feasibility in terms of computation
time which scales approximately with O(n). We propose several methods for
different experimental settings to address this issue.
In the 2D reconstruction experiments where the measurements are 1D
vectors, objects are generated with identical cross-sections in each x-y plane
with their long axis extending over the entire z-dimension of the volume in
3D GATE Monte-Carlo simulations. Then, each 2D measurement is averaged
along the z-axis to generate reduced variance 1D measurements. For a 2D
detector plane of size d × d, this accounts for a decrease in the variance
by a factor close 1/d (rows near the edges of the detector are excluded, to
avoid the z-variation of the scatter at the ends of the object). Comparison
of averaged 1D measurement and not averaged 1D slice for two different 2D
measurements are shown in Fig. 3.8.
On the other hand, for 3D reconstructions, we cannot perform averaging
of slices for a single view to reduce the variance. Also, the computation
time needed for conducting numerous simulations with different n for each
view θ to determine a value of n sufficient for reliable training of the neural
networks of the proposed scatter correction algorithms is impractically high.




















Figure 3.8: Comparison of 2D total measurements averaged along the z-axis
(in red) and 1D slice obtained at z = d/2 (in blue) for a detector plane of
size d× d pixels where d = 128 for two examples for the same phantom for
different view angles.
ical details and the reconstruction results are provided in Section 4.3. To
this end, we used the property that Monte-Carlo simulated measurements
are approximately Poisson distributed with mean λ equal to the expected
value of the total measurement τ at each pixel. After obtaining a very close
approximation of τ for one view using a total number of n0 photons, we used
this property to generate measurements with different n < n0 by sampling
each pixel at (x, y) ∈ Rd×d from Pois((n/n0)τ(x, y)).
These experiments included generation of phantoms consisting of concen-
tric circular water shells with random radii and thicknesses. To obtain a
very accurate estimate of the expected value of the total measurement τ ,
simulations were performed using 16 times more photons compared to 2D re-
construction experiments, and simulated measurements were averaged along
the concentric circles since the objects are radially symmetric. A single view
for a phantom with and without the radial averaging and the difference be-
tween both versions is shown in Fig. 3.9.
Before conducting these experiments, the validity of the inherent Poisson
noise model in the simulations was confirmed. For this purpose, we obtained
1D central lines from both the radially averaged and original versions of
the simulated total measurement for a phantom and computed the difference
τ ∗n−τ corresponding to the random fluctuation, which should be in agreement
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with the Poisson model. This difference is shown in Fig. 3.10. According
to the noise model with distribution Pois(λ), the standard deviation of the





τ(t). In Fig. 3.11, we show the normalized dif-
ference (τ ∗n−τ)/
√
τ(t), which exhibits fluctuations of comparable magnitude
throughout the profile, as expected for a Poisson distribution.
For a more accurate confirmation of the Poisson noise model we carried out
the following computation. First, we computed an estimate of the variance
as a function of radius r using the standard maximum likelihood estimate










n(t, θi) and θi, i ∈ {1, . . . , k} represents the set of
uniformly spaced angles for a given radial distance t. This variance and mean
are plotted as a function of t in Fig. 3.12. Ideally, for a Poisson iid random
variable, var(τ ∗n(t)) ≈ m. In practice, Poisson characteristics mostly seem
to hold, except for a scale mismatch and spikes near sharp transitions of
the sample mean. This deviation around edges can be due to the physics of
the scatter, the Monte-Carlo simulation, or the discretized sampling method
that we used for the pixels belonging to the same radius t, which causes
inconsistencies in the readings around one pixel edges.
To obtain the measurement for a single view, n = 32(10)6 photons and a
detector of 128× 128 cm2 gridded to 512× 512 pixels were used.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of simulated total measurements with and without
radial averaging. (a) Total measurement simulated with n = 32(10)6
photons τ ∗n. (b) Radially averaged version of the simulated total
measurement, τ . (c) The difference τ ∗n − τ .
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Figure 3.10: A radial 1D profile of the random fluctuation τ ∗n(r)− τ(r).
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Figure 3.11: A radial 1D profile of the random fluctuation normalized by
the approximate Poisson standard deviation
√
τ(r), τ ∗n(r)− τ(r)/
√
τ(r) in
agreement with the Poisson model.
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3.2 Computational Cost in the Inference Phase
The computational cost of the method in the inference phase (involving the
use of the algorithm after the training of the network has been completed)
may determine its applicability for real-time use.
The computation in the DCNN is dominated by the cost of convolutions.
For 1D convolutions, each filtering step in the proposed network requires
about Ld operations per input and output channel, where L, the length of




−n ≤ 1) about d× d× Ld = Ld3 operations for
the convolution ladder. As the number of both input and output channels are
halved at each m > 1 step, the total cost of convolutions in the ladder struc-
tures of the DCNN is bounded by 2Ld3. The additional convolutional layer
after the concatenation from previous steps, requires (Ld)×(2−mmd)×(2−md)
operations at step m = 2, 3, . . ., which (using
∑N
n=2 nx
(n−1) ≤ 1/(1− x)2) is
bounded by (7/36)Ld3. Thus, the overall cost can be bounded by 3Ld3,
where L, the length of the 1D filters is a small integer. This is the dominant
cost of the DCNN, as all other costs in the network scale as d2.
For Algorithm 1, the DCNN is used K times - once for each projection,
resulting in a total cost of about 3LKd3 whereas for Algorithm 2, it is used
K/2 times, resulting in a total cost of about 3LKd3/2. The cost of FBP is
cd3 with c ≈ 1, as is the cost of d rotations of f̃ . Thus, the total costs of the
Algorithms 1 and 2 are dominated by 3LKd3 and 3LKd3/2, respectively.
In the case of 3D reconstruction we need to consider 2D convolutions with
filters of size L×L. In this case , the m = 1 step requires about d×d×L2d2 =
L2d4 operations using a similar approximation and keeping the input and
output channel dimensions the same as in the 2D reconstruction. Then, we
can bound the total cost of convolutions in all steps of the DCNN as 2L2d4.
The additional convolutional layers after concatenation from previous steps
require (L2d2)× (2−mmd)× (2−md) at steps m = 2, 3, . . . which is this time
bounded by (7/36)L2d4. Overall, the total cost of the DCNN can be bounded
by 3L2d4. As in the 2D reconstruction case, this is the dominant cost of the
algorithm.
In the 3D case, the costs of FBP and rotations are cd4 with c ≈ 1 since
they are performed for each slice of the d × d × d dimensional phantom.
Consequently, the total cost of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 in the 3D case
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4.1 Data Generation and Training
All X-ray projection data for training the neural network and for validation
and testing was generated by publicly available MC simulation packages de-
scribed in Section 3.1.7. These packages take a specification of the physical
imaged object, imaging geometry, and photon source as input, and produce
measurements of projection data on a detector panel as an output.
Because X-ray scatter is a 3D physical phenomenon, the imaged objects
and MC simulation must be in 3D, even for a 2D reconstruction problem.
Accordingly, for 2D parallel beam CT reconstruction experiments, we used
the axial imaging and cylindrical object geometry shown in Fig. 4.1.
The source was a parallel-beam source with rays perpendicular to the
rotation axis z, and the detector a flat panel of width W = 128 cm and height
H = 128 cm perpendicular to the rays of the source. The detector panel was
assumed to be divided into d × d pixels, with d = 128. Simulated objects
(mathematical phantoms) were generated as a composition of distinct object
components, all contained in a cylindrical air volume of diameter D = 128
cm and height L = 128 cm. The analytical parallel-beam projections of
the various objects inside the cylindrical geometry in Fig. 4.1 were fully
contained in the detector plane for each view, with a margin of approximately
24 cm from the boundaries of the cylindrical geometry. The source was not
collimated, extending over the entire detector.
For 2D parallel beam CT reconstruction experiments, the simulated ob-
ject components were rectangular prisms and cylinders with rectangular and
circular cross-sections respectively, with their long axis extending over the
entire z-dimension H of the volume. Centers and dimensions of the object










Figure 4.1: Imaging geometry for parallel beam CT reconstruction
experiments. The gray rectangle at z = 0 indicates the central axial 2D
slice on x-y plane.
water, aluminium and steel were used as materials. Only one of the intersect-
ing materials (steel, water or aluminium) is used in the intersecting regions
as shown in Fig. 4.2.
Figure 4.2: A sample cross-section of intersecting objects, water (blue) and
aluminium (gray), from a phantom.
For each phantom, K 2D d × d detector panel readouts, which we call
projection measurements were simulated at K view angles uniformly spaced
in [0, 2π), each having P photons. The obtained 2D measurements were
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averaged along the z-axis (by neglecting the 1/8th of the total length near the
boundaries of the phantom from each side) to generate reduced variance 1D
measurements. The goal of this operation is to simulate the reconstruction
of a single slice of the object at z = 0 in Fig. 4.1. By the symmetry of the
objects along z-axis, for sufficiently large H, the scatter is approximately
invariant with z.
Simulated data was divided into training and test sets phantom-wise,
grouping all measurements belonging to a phantom into same set. Finally,
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 were trained and tested using the loss function
L in (3.15).
For 3D parallel beam CT reconstruction experiments, on the other hand,
the object components used to construct the phantom were the following:
(i) rectangular prisms, (ii) cylinders with their long axis aligned with the z-
axis (and random heights that do not extend over the entire height H of the
phantom volume); and (iii) spheres. As before, positions and object compo-
nent dimensions were randomized, and intersections in all three dimensions
allowed. Instead of steel objects, titanium is used as the third material in
phantoms, keeping water and aluminium as the other two.
We found in initial experiments that high noise in the simulated training
measurements could lead to the networks learning to denoise the projection
data rather than just estimating, as intended, the scatter component. This
came at the price of reduced resolution of the reconstruction. To mitigate this
effect without the expensive increase of the photon counts used in simulation,
we introduced a pre-processing step to decrease the level of noise in the
simulated measurements.
The idea of the pre-processing step is to identify the areas in the obtained
2D total measurements τθ that contain only stochastic noise and little scatter,
and smooth them to reduce the noise, without affecting the areas that contain
object or significant scatter information. To this end, we used the analyt-
ically calculated primary measurement pθ corresponding to each projection
to determine the areas in the “shadow” of the object using the criterion that
these areas only include attenuated fluence pθ < I0 (lower values than vac-
uum fluence). These “shadow” regions were used to define an initial binary
“smoothing-exclusion mask” Mθ ∈ {0, 1}d×d, and the non-masked part of the
measurements were smoothed to reduce the noise.
To minimize the modification of non-shadow regions containing signifi-
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cant (and informative) scatter by the pre-processing step, we extend the
smoothing-exclusion mask to include neighboring out-of-shadow regions. This
is motivated by two observations: (i) scatter outside the object shadow is
most significant close to the shadow boundaries; and (ii) scatter further
away from the shadow boundaries is spatially smooth, and will suffer little
change when filtered by the noise-smoothing filter. To this end, each binary
smoothing-exclusion mask was modified by a dilation operation with a 5× 5
pixel kernel k consisting of ones, to expand the mask over its boundaries,
producing the extended smoothing-exclusion mask M̄θ = k ⊕Mθ.
Finally, the regions in the complement of the mask were smoothed by a 2D
filter G with Gaussian impulse response of variance σ2. The smoothed regions
were truncated back to the complement of the support of the smoothing-
exclusion mask, and combined with the regions in the support of the smooth-
ing-exclusion mask. The complete pre-processing algorithm is summarized
in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Pre-processing algorithm for 3D parallel beam CT experiments
Input: {τθ, pθ ∈ Rd×d, θ ∈ Θ, k ∈ R5×5}
Output: τ̂θ
1: for θ ∈ Θ do
2: Mθ(u, v) =
{
1, if pθ(u, v) = I0
0, if pθ(u, v) < I0
3: M̄θ = k ⊕Mθ
4: τ̄θ = G ∗ (M̄θ  τθ)
5: τ̂θ =
{
τ̄θ, if pθ(u, v) = I0
τθ, if pθ(u, v) < I0
6: end for
The simulated data generated as described above was used for training
of the proposed scatter reduction algorithms. The training of the DCNN
structures in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 was performed using the loss
function L described in Section 3.15.
For the CBCT experiments on medical data, as described in Section 3.1.7,
phantoms extracted from the CT Lymph Nodes dataset of TCIA were tissue-
mapped to five different materials and tissue types: (1) air, (2) lung, (3)
adipose, (4) soft tissue and (5) bone. Again, K measurements uniformly
spaced in [0, 2π) were used, with P photons each. The data was again divided
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into training and test sets phantom-wise.
Additionally, the algorithms were compared on phantoms consisting of
randomly placed titanium rods with 2 × 2 cm2 rectangular cross-sections.
Rods were placed in parallel with the z-axis and the locations of their centers
in the x-y plane were sampled from a uniform distribution having the pdf
of U [−D/4 cm, D/4 cm]. Intersections were allowed between the objects and
intersecting regions also consisted of titanium. The imaging geometry for the










Figure 4.3: Imaging geometry for cone beam CT reconstruction
experiments. The gray rectangle at z = 0 indicates the central axial 2D
slice on x-y plane.
4.2 Framework
The 2D monochromatic parallel beam experiments were performed in a 200
keV monoenergetic source setting, with projections and reconstructions of
size d and d × d, where d = 128 respectively, and a H × W cm2 detector
plane, where H = W = 128, gridded to d × d pixels in the Monte-Carlo
simulations.
The 3D monochromatic parallel beam experiments also used 200 keV mo-
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noenergetic source setting, with a detector plane of size 32×32 cm2 gridded to
128×128. In accordance with the physical scale difference of detector planes
in the 2D and 3D experiments, objects were also approximately scaled by
the same ratio for the 3D setting.
A parameter setting of λ = 5·10−2 was used in the loss function L in (3.15)
for training of both parallel beam settings. All of the FBPs in the algorithm
used the Shepp-Logan filter [31]. For 2D parallel beam reconstructions, the
total average runtime of the algorithms for a phantom with K = 360 was
approximately 0.20 s for Algorithm 1 and 0.13 s for Algorithm 2 in inference
time. However, the two FBPs and 360 image rotations implemented on the
CPU, respectively account for 0.06 s and 0.14 s for Algorithm 1 and 180
image rotations, account for 0.07 s for Algorithm 2. On the other hand, the
DCNN runtime for all views was only 4 ms and 2 ms for Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2. By implementing the FBP and image rotations on a GPU, we
expect the runtimes to be dominated by those of the DCNN, resulting in
total reconstruction runtimes close to the 4 ms and 2 ms reported here.
For 3D reconstructions, the total average runtime for the same K was ap-
proximately 28.2 s for Algorithm 1 and 26.9 s for Algorithm 2 in inference
time. Likewise, FBPs and K = 360 image rotations were implemented on
CPU and they respectively account for 7.7 s and 17.9 s for Algorithm 1 and
Algorithm 2. Although the proposed network structure was expanded by in-
cluding additional convolutional layers without changing the overall structure
to obtain an increase in the total number of parameters, the DCNN runtimes
account approximately for 2.6 s and 1.3 s for both algorithms, respectively.
Once GPU implementations are used for FBPs and image rotations, the
DCNN runtimes would dominate the total runtime of the algorithms.
In the CBCT experiments, the source-to-detector distance, dsd, and source-
to-origin distance, dso, were selected as 180 cm and 130 cm, respectively. The
detector consisted of a 64× 64 cm2 flat panel gridded to 128× 128 pixels. A
monochromatic cone-beam source of 90 keV was used.
Again, λ = 5(10−2) was used for the CBCT setting. For each algorithm,
the FDK method [39] with a Shepp-Logan [31] ramp filter was used for recon-
structions. A total number of K = 360 rotations were used for each phantom.
Algorithm 1 works reasonably fast where the DCNN requires approximately
2.6 s. The FDK method was implemented on GPU, accounting for 2.1 s. As
indicated before, the runtime for image rotations on CPU is not important
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since it would dramatically decrease once the computations are migrated to
GPU.
The proposed algorithms were compared among themselves and with the
recent data-driven projection-based correction method DSE [6,7] as described
in Section 2.3.3. For the 2D parallel beam reconstructions, we adapted the
DCNN of DSE (which has a U-Net [28] architecture) to 1D projections to
prevent overfitting, and utilized a workflow identical to that used in [6].
The adaptation was done by replacing the 2D convolutional layers with 1D
counterparts and reducing the number of channels in the layers, by keeping
the structure and the number of layers fixed. This reduction was done by
seeking optimal testing performance. For this purpose, different versions of
the adapted network were trained and the best performing was selected. For
the 3D reconstructions, the method was implemented as described originally
in [6].
The training of the DSE method was done using the same total measure-
ments τθ and primary measurements pθ used in the training of the proposed
methods. Computations were performed on NVIDIA GeForce GTX TITAN
X.
Reconstruction quality, as compared to the reference images (FBP of nu-
merically computed line integrals of a test phantom) is quantified using four
metrics: PSNR (in dB) calculated as the ratio of peak reconstruction value
to root mean square error; MAE (mean absolute error); PE (peak error),
equal to the infinity norm of the error; and SSIM (structural similarity in-
dex). The networks for DSE and proposed methods were implemented in
Pytorch, and the Adam optimizer [40] was used for all methods for training.
No additional regularization was used for training of the methods after ob-
serving close validation and training errors, which indicated the absence of
overfitting.
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4.3 Determining Photon Count Requirements for
Training Samples for the 3D Parallel Beam CT
Reconstructions
To be able to generate data at different noise levels inexpensively, and to
test how the noise level in the training data affects the performance of the
trained network in scatter removal, we conducted several experiments.
As explained in Section 3.1.8, phantoms that consist of five concentric
water shells with random radii and thicknesses were generated. Then, pθ was
obtained analytically using Beer’s law as in (2.4) in a voxelized environment,
whereas τθ was simulated using GATE. Since the objects are concentric shells
centered at the origin, pθ does not depend on θ and computing pθ for a single
view is sufficient. On the other hand, τθ is different for each measurement
(indexed by view) with the same expected value τ . Thus, our goal was to
obtain a close approximation of τ(u, v) for one view and use it to generate
K Poisson distributed samples τ ∗θ (u, v) for each view. For this purpose,
the number of photons in the Monte-Carlo simulation was selected as n0 =
32× 106 which is 16 times higher than the 2D reconstruction experiments.
Then, to obtain τ(u, v), a single view measurement is angularly averaged
for each radius r ∈ {1, . . . , d/2} to satisfy the exact radial symmetry and
reduce the variance even further. Expressing the total measurement in po-
lar coordinates as τθ(r, φ), the angular average is obtained by computing
the average values separately for each r over φ ∈ [0, 2π] and replacing the
mean values with all pixels that have contributed to the computation of the
respective mean value at r.
Next, for a given photon count n, τθ is sampled from τθ ∼ Pois((n/n0)
τ(x, y)) for each view θ ∈ Θ. We experimented with n = {32 × 106, 16 ×
106, 8×106, 4×106, 2×106} to assess the performance of the proposed network
when it is trained on data with different noise levels. Algorithm 2 was trained
on 27 randomly synthesized phantoms of concentric shells using the Adam
optimizer. Reconstructions belong to the same validation data at the lowest
noise level in all cases and they are obtained with K = 360 views for each
case. The source was a monochromatic source at energy 200 keV. In Tables
4.1 and 4.2, average reconstruction PSNR (in dB), SSIM, MAE (in HU), and
PE (in HU) are shown for various n (photon counts) for three test phantoms.
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The 2D central axial slices of the 3D reconstruction results are demonstrated
for different photon counts in Fig. 4.5 - 4.7.
The results indicate that although the total number of photons n in sim-
ulations used for training were decreased at each step by half, Algorithm 2
achieves similar reconstruction performances in terms of all metrics with a
slight decrease in SSIM and MAE as n drops below 4× 106.
These results suggest that the network is fairly successful when it comes
to training with noisy total measurements and initial reconstructions with
smaller n, even though the testing is done using larger n. Thus, it may
be sufficient to use similar n for training in 2D reconstruction and 3D re-
construction experiments. Moreover, considering the number of photons per
“effective” pixel rather than total n, photon counts for 2D reconstruction
cases may be even smaller since the photon counts from many rows are com-
bined to obtain 1D measurements.
Table 4.1: Average reconstruction metrics of 3 test phantoms using total
measurements τθ computed with n = 32× 106 photons.
n PSNR (dB) SSIM MAE (HU) PE (HU)
32× 106 26.3 0.960 13.49 936
Table 4.2: Average reconstruction metrics of 3 test phantoms for Algorithm
2 trained on τθ with different photon counts n. For all n, Algorithm 2 was
tested on n = 32× 106.
n PSNR (dB) SSIM MAE (HU) PE (HU)
32× 106 36.3 0.995 3.70 715
16× 106 35.8 0.991 4.04 957
8× 106 35.5 0.992 4.09 649
4× 106 35.1 0.992 4.01 752


























Figure 4.4: The central axial 2D slice from the 3D reconstruction for a test
phantom consisting of concentric water shells in HU. (a) Using primary
measurements pθ. (b) Using total measurements τθ for n = 32× 106. (c)
Comparison of radial line profiles (shown in yellow in (a) and (b)) using








































Figure 4.5: Comparison of reconstructions of the central axial slice of a test
phantom consisting of concentric water shells in HU. Using primary
measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 2 trained using τθ with (a)
n = 32× 106, (b) n = 16× 106, (c) n = 8× 106, (d) n = 4× 106, and (e)



































Figure 4.6: Comparison of magnitude of the difference between
reconstructions obtained using p∗θ and pθ of the central axial slice of a test
phantom consisting of concentric water shells in HU. Using primary
measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 2 trained using τθ with (a)
n = 32× 106, (b) n = 16× 106, (c) n = 8× 106, (d) n = 4× 106, and (e)
n = 2× 106.
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of reconstructions of the central axial slice of a test
phantom consisting of concentric water shells in HU. Using primary
measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 2 trained using τθ with (a)
n = 32× 106, (b) n = 16× 106, (c) n = 8× 106, (d) n = 4× 106, and (e)




5.1 Monochromatic 2D Parallel Beam CT
Reconstructions
Algorithm 1, Algorithm 2, and the 1D adapted version of the projection
domain data-driven method of [6], abbreviated here as 1D-DSE, were each
trained on 27 randomly synthesized phantoms. Each phantom had 360 uni-
formly spaced views with P = 2 × 106 photons per measurement. Mea-
surements were averaged along the v-axis (a total of 27 × 360 ≈ 103 1D
projections). All algorithms were trained for 100 epochs using the Adam
optimizer [40].
In Table 5.1, the peak error between reconstructions using τθ and pθ, and
the peak density value in reconstructions using pθ for test phantoms are
shown in HU. Furthermore, in Table 5.2, average scatter-to-primary ratios
are given for the measurements related to test phantoms, indicating the chal-
lenging nature of the phantoms for de-scattering purposes. In Table 5.3,
average reconstruction accuracy results are shown for four test phantoms.
Table 5.1: Peak error between reconstructed test phantoms using total
measurements τθ, and using primary measurements, pθ, and the peak
density value in reconstructions using pθ for test phantoms in HU for 2D
monochromatic reconstructions.
Peak error Peak density
5255 HU 7083 HU
The MAE results in Table 5.3 indicate that better performance of the
proposed method is not limited to high intensity transitions (such as steel
objects), which strongly affect the PSNR and can be therefore misleading.
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Table 5.2: Scatter-to-primary ratios (as sθ/pθ) for 3D monochromatic
reconstructions. To prevent high attenuation paths in the phantoms with
small pθ(u, v) from dominating the results, the average sθ/pθ is obtained by
averaging min(sθ/pθ, 10).
Clipped average sθ/pθ where pθ < I0 94.8%
Clipped average sθ/pθ where pθ <
√
I0 173.7%
In Fig. 5.1, a test phantom reconstruction obtained using primary mea-
surements pθ is shown. This reconstruction is taken as the reference for
comparisons with various methods. The display range for reconstruction fig-
ures is adjusted to ≈ 45% of the maximum value (in HU) to provide clear
visibility for all materials. In Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3, Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5,
the reconstructions results are shown using total measurements τθ, primary
measurements p∗θ estimated by 1D-DSE, primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated
by Algorithm 1 and primary measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 2,
respectively. Each figure includes the reconstruction plot, the plot of error
between the reconstructions obtained using pθ and p
∗
θ, estimated by the re-
spective method and 1D line comparisons extracted from the same location
of the reference reconstruction and the estimated one. The range for differ-
ence (error) figures is set to ≈ ±20% of the range of the reconstruction plot,
centered at 0 HU.
The reconstruction obtained from total measurements in Fig. 5.2 has sig-
nificant magnitude errors over objects due to scattering, which can also be
observed from the line profile. This results in a significant decrease in PSNR.
The projection-domain method corrects those magnitude errors to some ex-
tent but provides highly suboptimal results on regions with steel and causes
several artifacts in the form of streaks. Algorithm 1 surpasses the two latter
methods in all metrics used and mitigates the streaking artifacts consider-
ably. Finally, Algorithm 2 with opposite view processing outperforms its
counterpart, Algorithm 1, noticeably in terms of PSNR.
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Table 5.3: Average reconstruction accuracy for 4 test phantoms for the
algorithms for 2D monochromatic reconstruction.
Uncorrected 1D-DSE Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2
PSNR (dB) 31.1 37.2 43.8 45.9
SSIM 0.92 0.90 0.98 0.98
MAE 42.4 38.3 14.5 15.3
Figure 5.1: 2D reconstruction for a test phantom using primary












Figure 5.2: Reconstruction for a test phantom using total measurements,
τθ. (a) Using total measurements τθ, HU window [-1000,2700]. (b)
Reconstruction error, HU window [-800,800]. (c) Comparison of line profiles












Figure 5.3: Reconstruction for a test phantom using primary measurements
p∗θ estimated by the 1D-DSE method [6]. (a) Using primary measurement
estimates p∗θ, HU window [-1000,2700]. (b) Reconstruction error, HU













Figure 5.4: Reconstruction for a test phantom using primary measurements
p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 1. (a) Using primary measurement estimates p
∗
θ,
HU window [-1000,2700]. (b) Reconstruction error, HU window [-800,800].












Figure 5.5: Reconstruction for a test phantom using primary measurements
p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 2. (a) Using primary measurement estimates p
∗
θ,
HU window [-1000,2700]. (b) Reconstruction error, HU window [-800,800].




Figure 5.6: Reconstructions on x-y plane of a test phantom from the 2D
suite, HU window [-1000,2700]. (a) Using total measurements τθ, using
estimated primary measurements p∗θ by (b) 1D-adapted DSE, (c) Algorithm




Figure 5.7: Reconstruction errors on x-y plane of a test phantom from the
2D reconstruction results, HU window [-800,800]. (a) Using total
measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by (b)




































Figure 5.8: Comparison of line profiles (along the horizontal yellow lines
shown in Fig. 5.6) of a test phantom from the 2D reconstruction results in
HU. (a) Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary
measurements p∗θ by (b) 1D-adapted DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, (d) Algorithm 2.
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5.2 Monochromatic 3D Parallel Beam CT
Reconstructions
For the monochromatic 3D parallel beam CT reconstruction experiments,
the imaging geometry as described in Section 4.2 was used. Similar to the
monochromatic 2D reconstructions, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 with ex-
tended DCNN architectures as in Section 3.1.5, and the original version of
the projection domain data-driven method, DSE [6,7], were used.
Each algorithm was trained and tested on the same 27 and 3 randomly
synthesized phantoms consisting of rectangular, prisms, cylinders and spheres
are generated as in Section 4.1, respectively. The central axial slices of 3 test
phantoms are shown in Fig. 5.9. Each phantom had 360 uniformly spaced
views with P = 8× 106 photons. Training of all algorithms were performed
using the Adam optimizer [40] for 100 epochs. For pre-processing, to suppress
background noise as described in Section 4.1, dilation kernel of size 5×5 and
a 2D Gaussian filter of σ = 2 was used.
The total projection data in these experiments contains substantial amount
of scatter. Table 5.4 shows the average and peak scatter-to-primary ratios
in the total measurement for the three test phantoms. These values confirm
the strong correlation between attenuation and scatter-to-primary ratios. Al-
though the overall scatter-to-primary ratio where pθ < I0 is approximately
7.2%, this ratio increases more than eightfold when we average over the ar-
eas with pθ <
√
I0. This shows that the higher values of scatter-to-primary
ratio are not restricted to a small number of detector pixels that are in the
neighborhood of the pixels with readings close to the peak value which is
approximately 10.
The strong scatter scenario is also evident in the corruption of the recon-
structions from uncorrected total measurements. The peak error between
reconstructions using the total measurements τθ and the true primary mea-
surements pθ is 1572.33 HU and the peak density value of the reconstructions
using pθ is 3406.88 HU.
The high scatter-to-primary ratios and the large peak reconstruction errors
indicate the difficulty of de-scattering the measurements obtained from the
test phantoms in Fig. 5.9.
Average reconstruction accuracy metrics are reported in Table 5.5 for the
three test phantoms. DSE improves the results compared to the uncorrected
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case as expected. However, consistent with our observations which will be
discussed next, significantly better performances of Algorithm 1 and Algo-
rithm 2 compared to DSE are reflected on all metrics.
The FBP reconstruction of Test Phantom 1 from Fig. 5.9 using primary
measurements pθ, is shown in Fig. 5.10. Since the dynamic range of densities
is narrower compared to the monochromatic 2D reconstruction experiments,
the display range for reconstruction figures is adjusted to ≈ 70% of the
maximum value in HU. The central axial slice reconstruction results using τθ,
and those using p∗θ estimated by DSE, by Algorithm 1 and by Algorithm 2 are
shown in Figures 5.11, 5.12, 5.13 and 5.14, respectively. Each figure includes
the reconstruction obtained by the respective algorithm, one vertical and one
horizontal 1D line comparisons with the reference reconstruction extracted
from the same location for each method, and a figure showing the absolute
reconstruction error in HU. The display range for absolute error figures is set
to ≈ 20% of the reconstruction figures. Analogous information is displayed
in Figures 5.18-5.24 for the central coronal and sagittal slice through the 3D
reconstructions.
Unsurprisingly, as shown in Fig. 5.11, total measurement reconstructions
provide the worst results due to large magnitude scatter artifacts such as de-
creased contrast for the central axial slice. Results are mostly similar for the
central coronal and sagittal slice reconstructions. DSE corrects these magni-
tude errors to a significant extent which is reflected as an overall improvement
on the metrics compared to scatter-corrupted reconstructions. However, af-
ter DSE, there are still remaining artifacts around the edges of the objects,
observable in Fig. 5.12. Also, it can be noticed that DSE does not suppress
the streaking artifacts and errors at the background very well. In addition
to the magnitude of the reconstruction error plots in Figures 5.15, 5.19, and
5.23, this is also indicated in line profile comparisons, especially in Fig. 5.24.
Both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 do a better job than DSE of suppress-
ing the streaks and there are less errors around the object edges, especially
for the titanium slab at the center for the central axial slice, displayed in
Figures 5.13 and 5.14. As a consequence, both Algorithm 1 and Algorithm
2 achieve substantially higher metrics than DSE and perform close to each
other. Comparing the two, Algorithm 2 is better at suppressing the back-
ground streaks than Algorithm 1 for the central axial slice reconstructions,
whereas, as seen in Figures 5.19-5.21, Algorithm 1 does better for the central
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coronal slice.
Finally, both of the proposed algorithms provide peak error values in the
reconstructions which is approximately the half of the peak error value of
DSE, which is a significant improvement. Also, compared to the total mea-
surement reconstructions, Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 reduce the peak error
by 20%, whereas DSE introduces an increase of almost 50%.
Table 5.4: Scatter-to-primary ratios (sθ/pθ) of the scatter-corrupted
measurements for 3D monochromatic measurements.
Average sθ/pθ where pθ < I0 7%




Table 5.5: Average reconstruction accuracy results for three 3D test
phantoms of Fig. 5.9 for the algorithms. The peak density value of
reconstructions using primary measurements pθ is 3407 HU.
Uncorrected DSE Algorithm 1 Algorithm 2
PSNR (dB) 37.5 43.2 48.4 48.2
SSIM 0.928 0.984 0.992 0.993
MAE (HU) 19.7 7.4 3.9 4.1




Figure 5.9: Central axial slices of 3 test phantoms. (a) Phantom 1, (b)









Figure 5.10: Primary measurement reconstruction (Gold reference). Central




































Figure 5.11: Central axial slice of the reconstruction of Test Phantom 1
using total measurements τθ. (a) Reconstruction, HU window [-1000,2000].
(b) Magnitude of the reconstruction error, HU window [0,600]. (c)
Comparison of the line profiles (along the horizontal yellow line in (a)). (d)



































Figure 5.12: Central axial slice of the reconstruction of Test Phantom 1
using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by DSE. (a) Reconstruction, HU
window [-1000,2000]. (b) Magnitude of the reconstruction error, HU
window [0,600]. (c) Comparison of line profiles (along yellow line in (a)).



































Figure 5.13: Central axial slice of the reconstruction of Test Phantom 1
using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 1. (a)
Reconstruction, HU window [-1000,2000]. (b) Magnitude of the
reconstruction error, HU window [0,600]. (c) Comparison of line profiles



































Figure 5.14: Central axial slice of the reconstruction of Test Phantom 1
using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 2. (a)
Reconstruction, HU window [-1000,2000]. (b) Magnitude of the
reconstruction error, HU window [0,600]. (c) Comparison of line profiles
































Figure 5.15: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU on the central
axial slice of Test Phantom 1. (a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using
primary measurements p∗θ estimated by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d)
Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.16: Comparison of horizontal line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.10
(a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ
estimated by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d) Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.17: Comparison of vertical line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.10 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated








































Figure 5.18: Comparison of reconstructions of the central coronal slice of
Test Phantom 1 in HU. Using (a) primary measurements pθ, vs. (b) total
measurements τθ, using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated by (c) DSE,
































Figure 5.19: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU on the central
coronal slice of Test Phantom 1. (a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using
primary measurements p∗θ estimated by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d)
Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of horizontal line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.18 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated
by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d) Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of vertical line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.18 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated








































Figure 5.22: Comparison of reconstructions of the central sagittal slice of
Test Phantom 1 in HU. Using (a) primary measurements pθ, vs. (b) total
measurements τθ, using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated by (c) DSE,
































Figure 5.23: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU on the central
sagittal slice of Test Phantom 1. (a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using
primary measurements p∗θ estimated by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d)
Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.24: Comparison of horizontal line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.22 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated
by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d) Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of vertical line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.22 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated
by (b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1, and (d) Algorithm 2.
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5.3 Monochromatic 3D Parallel Beam CT
Reconstructions - Ablation Study
To evaluate the contribution of each component of our proposed method
to the reconstruction performance, an ablation study was performed. For
this purpose, Algorithm 2 was chosen and it was compared with two simpler
versions:
(i) DCNN structure identical to that in Algorithm 2 where the loss func-
tion is instead expressed in terms of the primary measurement, i.e.,





θ ||pθ − p∗θ||22, and
(ii) DCNN structure identical to that in Algorithm 2 where the loss func-
tion is instead expressed in terms of the line integral projections but




θ ||gθ − g∗θ ||22.
These two simplified versions were trained and tested identically to the
nominal version of Algorithm 2. The average reconstruction metrics are
provided in Table 5.6 for the three versions and for the DSE implementation.
Mainly, a gradual improvement is observed in all performance metrics as we
implement the proposed changes individually. Furthermore, each method in
the study still performs better compared to the DSE, which indicates that the
proposed DCNN architecture by itself without introducing any modifications
on the loss function L already provides better reconstruction results except
for the peak error in the reconstructions. This was expected since the loss
function is expressed in terms of the primary measurement, not the post-
log versions. Switching to line integral projections introduces an additional
significant improvement on all of the performance metrics except for the
MAE. Finally, introducing the filtered l2-norm and the l1-norm terms with
a small coefficient λ to the loss function to obtain the proposed L as in
(3.15) improves the MAE results while performing almost identical in terms
of PSNR and SSIM and the peak error.
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Table 5.6: Average reconstruction accuracy results for 3 test phantoms for
the the ablation study algorithms.
Uncorrected DSE Li Lii Proposed L
PSNR (dB) 37.5 43.2 45.9 48.1 48.2
SSIM 0.928 0.984 0.989 0.993 0.993
MAE (HU) 19.7 7.4 4.3 4.2 3.9








































Figure 5.26: Comparison of magnitude of the reconstruction errors for
central axial slice of Test Phantom 1 using estimated primary
measurements p∗θ, in HU. Using (a) total measurements τθ, vs. (b) DSE, (c)
Li, (d) Lii, and (e) the proposed L.
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Figure 5.27: Comparison of horizontal line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.10.
(a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ
estimated by (b) DSE, (c) Li, and (d) Algorithm 2.
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Figure 5.28: Comparison of vertical line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.10. (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated
by (b) DSE, (c) Li, and (d) Algorithm 2.
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5.4 Monochromatic 3D Cone Beam CT
Reconstructions - Anthropomorphic Phantoms
For the monochromatic 3D cone beam CT reconstructions, the original ver-
sion of the DSE and Algorithm 1 with extended DCNN architecture as in
Section 3.1.5 were each trained on 27 and tested on 3 anthropomorphic phan-
toms obtained from the CT Lymph Nodes dataset [37] of TCIA [38]. Before
training and testing the algorithms, pre-processing was done as described
in Section 4.1. For each phantom, K = 360 uniformly spaced views with
P = 109 photons each are used for training and testing purposes. All algo-
rithms were trained using Adam optimizer [40]. The imaging geometry is
described in Section 4.2.
The peak error between reconstructions using the total measurements τθ
and the true primary measurements pθ is 1181.13 HU and the peak density
value of the reconstructions using pθ is 1447.68 HU. Compared to the rest of
the experiments, this indicates a smaller peak error value. Also, considering
the average scatter-to-primary ratio in the total measurements for the three
test phantoms and combining this information with the small peak error
value, it can be verified that the scatter signals tend to be smoother and more
homogeneous for these phantoms compared to the experiments in Section 5.5.
Owing to these scatter characteristics, both Algorithm 1 and DSE provide
pretty good and similar reconstruction results which can be verified by in-
specting Fig. 5.31 - 5.35, and average PSNR and SSIM results for the three
test phantoms in Table 5.7. Algorithm 1 is able to suppress the peak error
50% more compared to DSE, which is a significant difference whereas DSE
performs better in terms of MAE.
Consistent with the results of other experiments, Algorithm 1 does better
in highly attenuating regions of the phantoms. For this purpose, reconstruc-
tion results belonging to such a central slice are shown in Figures 5.36 - 5.39.
This slice also includes the peak error for the DSE results. In the comparison
of the magnitude of the reconstruction errors in Fig. 5.37, it can be seen that
Algorithm 1 performs substantially better on the highly attenuating paths
compared to DSE. Moreover, sagittal and coronal slices through the region
that include the peak error for DSE reconstructions are provided in Figures
5.40 - 5.47. Again, Algorithm 1 performs substantially better than DSE in
both of these slices.
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An important note is that the experiments on anthropomorphic phantoms
are relatively new, and we are hoping to obtain further improvements on the
average reconstruction metrics although the potential is already shown in the
results presented here.
Table 5.7: Scatter-to-primary ratios (denoted as sθ/pθ) of the
scatter-corrupted measurements for monochromatic CBCT reconstructions.
Average sθ/pθ 22%




Table 5.8: Average reconstruction accuracy results for 3 test phantoms for
the algorithms for monochromatic CBCT reconstructions.
Uncorrected DSE Algorithm 1
PSNR (dB) 25.9 44.5 44.3
SSIM 0.878 0.995 0.995
MAE (HU) 30.2 2.6 2.9








Figure 5.29: A central axial 2D slice on x-y plane from the 3D test
phantom reconstruction using primary measurements, pθ, HU window



































Figure 5.30: A central axial 2D slice on x-y plane from the 3D test
phantom reconstruction using total measurements τθ. (a) Using total
measurements τθ, HU window [-1000,1500]. (b) Magnitude of the
reconstruction error, HU window [0,200]. (c) Comparison of line profiles
(along the horizontal yellow line shown in (a)). (d) Comparison of the line



































Figure 5.31: A central axial 2D slice on x-y plane from the 3D
reconstruction of a test phantom using primary measurements p∗θ estimated
by the DSE. (a) Using the primary measurement estimates p∗θ, HU window
[-1000,1500]. (b) Magnitude of the reconstruction error, HU window [0,200].
(c) Comparison of line profiles (along the horizontal yellow line shown in




































Figure 5.32: A central axial 2D slice on x-y plane from the 3D test phantom
reconstruction using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 1.
(a) Using Algorithm 1 primary measurement estimates p∗θ, HU window
[-1000,1500]. (b) Magnitude of the reconstruction error, HU window [0,200].
(c) Comparison of line profiles (along yellow line shown in (a)). (d)































Figure 5.33: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU for a central
axial 2D slice on x-y plane from the 3D test phantom reconstruction. (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by
(b) DSE and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.34: Comparison of horizontal line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.29 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by
(b) DSE and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.35: Comparison of vertical line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.29 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by




























Figure 5.36: Comparison of reconstructions of an axial slice from the 3D
test phantom reconstruction in HU. Using (a) primary measurements pθ,
vs. (b) total measurements τθ, using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated































Figure 5.37: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU for an axial 2D
slice from the 3D test phantom reconstruction. (a) Using total
measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by (b) DSE
and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.38: Comparison of horizontal line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.36 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by
(b) DSE and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.39: Comparison of vertical line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.36 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by




























Figure 5.40: Comparison of reconstructions of a sagittal slice from the 3D
test phantom reconstruction in HU. Using (a) primary measurements pθ,
vs. (b) total measurements τθ, using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated































Figure 5.41: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU for a sagittal 2D
slice from the 3D test phantom reconstruction. (a) Using total
measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by (b) DSE
and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.42: Comparison of horizontal line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.40 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by
(b) DSE and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.43: Comparison of vertical line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.40 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by




























Figure 5.44: Comparison of reconstructions of a coronal slice from the 3D
test phantom reconstruction in HU. Using (a) primary measurements pθ,
vs. (b) total measurements τθ, using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated































Figure 5.45: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU for a coronal 2D
slice from the 3D test phantom reconstruction. (a) Using total
measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by (b) DSE
and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.46: Comparison of horizontal line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.44 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by
(b) DSE and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.47: Comparison of vertical line profiles as shown in Fig. 5.44 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, using estimated primary measurements p
∗
θ by
(b) DSE, (c) Algorithm 1.
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5.5 Monochromatic 3D Cone Beam CT
Reconstructions - Ti Rod Phantoms
To complement the study reported in the previous subsection on the 3D
medical CT chest phantoms, in which different algorithms showed compa-
rable performance, we study in this subsection a setting more typical of a
non-destructive evaluation (NDE) application. To this end, the algorithms
were compared on phantoms that consisted of randomly placed titanium rods
with 2× 2 cm2 rectangular cross-sections. Rods were placed in parallel with
the z-axis and the locations of their centers in the x-y plane were sampled
from a uniform distribution having the pdf of U [−16 cm, 16 cm]. Intersections
were allowed between the objects and intersecting regions also consisted of
titanium.
Unlike the anthropomorphic phantoms, these phantoms include higher
peak densities and similarly, higher peak errors. Moreover, the scatter sig-
nals corresponding to various views contain more high frequency content
and there is an increased dependency of the scatter signal to the angle of
the measurement - all of which have the potential to make the problem more
challenging.
The original version of the DSE and Algorithm 1 were each trained on
27 and tested on 3 such phantoms, respectively. K = 360 uniformly spaced
views with P = 108 photons each were used for training and testing. Both
algorithms used the Adam optimizer [40] for training.
The peak error between reconstructions using the total measurements τθ
and the true primary measurements pθ is 3710.69 HU and the peak density
value of the reconstructions using pθ is 8761.44 HU. The peak error show that
compared to other experiments, we have a stronger effect of scatter in the
reconstructions. Table 5.9 shows the average and peak scatter-to-primary
ratios, pθ/sθ, and average reconstruction accuracy metrics are reported in
Table 5.10. The peak sθ/pθ is extremely high due to the photon scarcity
along highly attenuating paths where primary measurements are almost 0.
To provide a better understanding, average sθ/pθ and average sθ/pθ where
pθ <
√
I0 are provided, which are also considerably high.
The reference reconstruction computed using primary measurements pθ is
given in Fig. 5.48. Reconstruction results for different algorithms are pro-
vided in Fig. 5.49-5.51. Each figure includes the reconstruction computed
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by the respective method, horizontal and vertical line profile comparisons
and the magnitude of the error in the reconstructions in HU. To facilitate
comparison, error magnitude plots and line profiles are provided together for
each method in Fig. 5.52-5.54.
As could be expected from the strong scatter, the total measurement re-
constructions in Fig. 5.49 contain large magnitude errors ranging between
1000 HU and 2000 HU over the objects, due to scattering of X-rays. The
projection-domain DSE algorithm improves considerably on these magnitude
errors. However, there still remain relatively large errors on the highly at-
tenuating paths. Algorithm 1 corrects scatter related artifacts noticeably
better over those regions while not suffering any setbacks on any other part
of the reconstruction compared to DSE. Additionally, streaking artifacts are
suppressed to a greater extent using Algorithm 1. Thanks to these differ-
ences, Algorithm 1 performs better than DSE in terms of PSNR, SSIM and
the peak error. The enhanced performance of Algorithm 1 over DSE in this
setting is highlighted in sagittal slices through the 3D reconstruction, shown
in Figures 5.55 - 5.58. Algorithm 1 suppresses the larger magnitude errors
remaining on the rods for DSE reconstructions to a greater extent, as seen
in Fig. 5.56.
Table 5.9: Scatter-to-primary ratios (denoted as sθ/pθ) of the
scatter-corrupted measurements for monochromatic CBCT reconstructions
of randomly placed Ti rods.
Average sθ/pθ 10%





Table 5.10: Average reconstruction accuracy results for 3 test phantoms for
different algorithms for monochromatic CBCT reconstructions of randomly
placed Ti rods.
Uncorrected DSE Algorithm 1
PSNR (dB) 35.8 49.8 51.6
SSIM 0.980 0.995 0.997
MAE 33.5 9.9 9.4






Figure 5.48: Primary measurement reconstruction (Gold reference). Central







































Figure 5.49: Central axial slice of the 3D test phantom reconstruction in
Fig. 5.48 using total measurements τθ. (a) Reconstruction, HU window
[-1000,8000]. (b) Magnitude of the reconstruction error, HU window [0,400].
(c) Comparison of the line profiles (along the horizontal yellow line in (a)).






































Figure 5.50: Central axial slice of the 3D test phantom reconstruction in
Fig. 5.48 using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by DSE. (a)
Reconstruction, HU window [-1000,8000]. (b) Magnitude of the
reconstruction error, HU window [0,400]. (c) Comparison of line profiles


































Figure 5.51: Central axial slice of the 3D test phantom reconstruction in
Fig. 5.48 using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by Algorithm 1. (a)
Reconstruction, HU window [-1000,8000]. (b) Magnitude of the
reconstruction error, HU window [0,400]. (c) Comparison of line profiles































Figure 5.52: Magnitude of the 3D test phantom reconstruction errors in HU
on the central axial slice in Fig. 5.48. (a) Using total measurements τθ, vs.
using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by (b) DSE, and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.53: Comparison of horizontal line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.48
(a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ
estimated by (b) DSE, and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.54: Comparison of vertical line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.48 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated







Figure 5.55: Primary measurement reconstruction (Gold reference). A
































Figure 5.56: Magnitude of the reconstruction errors in HU on a sagittal
slice of the reconstruction in Fig. 5.55. (a) Using total measurements τθ, vs.
using primary measurements p∗θ estimated by (b) DSE, and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.57: Comparison of horizontal line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.55
(a) Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ
estimated by (b) DSE, and (c) Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5.58: Comparison of vertical line profiles indicated in Fig. 5.55 (a)
Using total measurements τθ, vs. using primary measurements p
∗
θ estimated




In this thesis, two novel physics-motivated data-driven algorithms are pro-
posed for scatter correction in X-ray CT images. The empirical results
for the proposed methods demonstrate their superiority in various settings
to another recent projection-by-projection-based data-driven de-scattering
method.
The proposed algorithms use scatter-corrupted measurements and an ini-
tial reconstruction of the object obtained from these measurements to esti-
mate and correct the scatter in the projection domain. They have a specific
DCNN architecture inspired by an existing analytical-numerical method that
operates on the reconstruction domain and again to provides an estimate
of scatter in the projection domain. Unlike previous data-driven methods,
the proposed algorithms incorporate constraints that are motivated by the
physics of the CT imaging.
The cost function for training the algorithms is tailored specifically to be
able to express the norm of an image-domain error in the projection domain,
but without the need for using the filtered backprojection. This cost function
also contributes significantly to the performance of the proposed method on
highly attenuating regions, which is verified by the numerical experiments.
While outperforming the recent data-driven method in various experimen-
tal settings, the algorithms make use of a considerably smaller number of
trainable parameters.
A possible direction for the future work will be to extend the approach
and experiments to a polychromatic source. Another topic that needs to be
investigated is how the spectral properties of opposite view scatter signals can
be utilized further to enhance the performance of de-scattering algorithms.
Also, in the future studies, we would like to explore the advantages of using a
recurrent neural network structure instead of a DCNN for scatter estimation.
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